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A BONUS for YOU: Mr. JIM LUND’s “GO BIG or GO HOME # 1”

Welcome
IN THIS ISSUE –

Building BIG! Picture history of Moffett Field's Lockheed Constitution in 1/72 scale and the USAF Convair C-99 made from Vacformed wooden patterns.

( Feature Article Begins on Page 3 )

Editor’s MisDirections – Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ ANOTHER NEWSLETTER ?! In Case You Noticed A Slight Difference, Relax, Here’s Why ”
Thanks to long time members Rodney Williams and Jim Lund, I have a small reserve of really solid articles of some “length” now in play. Froem which I am
building the recent run of my Fleet for publication, known these days as the Original Styrene Sheet, The AfterMarket Sheet, and close cousin, The Buzz V.1
This “Perfect 36” is a lucky turn of events for this Editor, with Jim Lund’s “filler” (his framing, not mine) giving Burton impetus to try out a sketchy concept.
If you aren’t already aware, Contests, Events, Displays, Magazines and yes of course, Newsletters, need Modelers as contributors to exist or function well or at all.
Societies and Clubs, same holds true in my estimate, and I don’t feel particularly in minority. Whether or not one wants to argue the counterpoint, I would not bet
on Modelers needing any or all of the preceding as being a provable truism. Point being, the Editor (like Contest Directors, Event Hosts, Display Promoters, etc.)
has to compete with an ever increasing number of venues where Modelers can choose (or not) to share their works, knowledge, passion, joys with the world. That
is why this Editor is always pleased when others choose to put their great contributions into my hands in trust that we’ll all enjoy the results.
Making this “special issue” was the perfect answer to how best to respect the material Jim sent me, provide the readers a best experience, and find out my premise
a landscape layout would actually be useful or warranted for Styrene Sheet purposes. We have had in past this layout but for a “two page per” version. Now I know
For the second portion to round out this issue that you ought to consider “ Bonus TAMS in new format” , I was again inspired by prior Editors, here’s two I owe :
From April 1978 Newsletter, Editor Jay Sherlock

From December 1987 Newsletter, Editor Alan Wolcott

Want to see more evidence why the scale model hobby is thriving ? Read on inside !
The “SST” here is again, a lark. Some real fun for an Editor finding ways to make serious
work of the “paper airplanes” as Alan put it. Stay tuned though , as Summer opens, more
to come. For one, Jim and Rodney independently, really do justice to Airliner modelling
- Mick Burton, Editor at will – DENS25403@mypacks.net
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MIKE HERRILL AND THE ORIGINS OF THE LOCKHEED XR60-1 CONSTITUTION 1/72 model
and

THE CONVAIR C-99 CONVERSION KIT
Text & Photos: W.J. Lund

It all starts here.

Retired aeronautical engineer Michael Herrill loves to carve basswood patterns
and suck hot .060 styrene sheets over them in a vacuum chamber.
Imagine befriending someone with skill and enthusiasm, in a field that piques your interest
(wanting to build every interesting aircraft in the world in 1/72 scale). Wonders never cease.
You are looking at the guy.
Created his own model company (Execuform “Nostalgia on Wings") located at Mission Hills,
San Diego, CA . As early as 1974, Mike was in cahoots with other Southern Californians of similar
backgrounds: Steve Mason , Mike Scott and Lloyd Jones. They collaborated to create the Victor
Sixty-Six vacformed 1/72 kit of a Martin 404 with TWA decals. Jones continued on with aviation
books, drawings and model decals. Herrill was obliged to move around Southern California,
working for many different aircraft manufacturers that needed his skills. He still continues to
produce new kits. He has moved his giant vacuform chamber from in this sequence;

1. Mission Hills, CA.
2. The wild and crazy Redondo Beach, CA in 1979.
3. Lompoc, CA (Vandenberg Air Force Base) 1980-86.
4. Lake Arrow Head, CA (first retirement locale) 1987-2007.
5. Apple Valley, CA 2007-2016.
6. He now works out of Glendale, CA, with his lovely wife
Maureen (of whom has put up with all of this for, lo, all these
years ) now right next door to Griffith Park.
And now, thanks to Mike, we (Jim) begin the XR6O-1 project
Part One : Basic Construction

A must! Dry fitting prepared vacform parts using 1/72 scale
drawings photo copied at the San Jose Blueprint Company.

Main spar of quarter inch hardwood cut out on a jigsaw. Note: the fuselage bottom below the wing is still intact

The main spar and wing parts check out in good order.

The lower half wing can now be glued to the spar. Note: wheel wells are in place and the top wing halves and nacelles are pictured.

Top and bottom wing halves, fuselage and upper and lower horizontal stabilizers parts. This is to ensure correct fit before gluing.
Note the ailerons and flaps have been marked out, the wheel wells are cut out at this point.

Bricked square and bottled out for empennage gluing.
Note: fully assembled wing with nacelles and the tail fin and rudder, seen on the top right.

Another look at the serious alignment technique.

End of part one.

XR6O-1 PART TWO: THE HARD PART
ASSEMBLING TWO COMPLETED UNITS, SMOOTHLY BLENDED, PAINTED AND DECALED
The fuselage placed over the wing (with the fuselage bottom attached) checked out for aligning

The technique for proper fitting, wing to fuselage: A sheet of “cling wrap” (LDPE or PVC poly plastic film) is to be pulled tight over the wing center.
The rough cut on the fuselage will be masked off. “ Magic Sculpt ” 2 part resin putty will be worked into the gap between the wing and the fuselage

After smoothing and curing ( overnight ) the joint, the fuselage will be lifted off the wing . The “cling wrap” trimmed away, the wing and the fuselage
now get the final coat of spray can chrome. Chrome finish and decal details will be forthcoming at the end of Part Two, Editor assures readers …

Nose study

Completed fuselage, tail and wing units, with $ 5 note for size comparison, not worth.

Coming up next, as promised by the Editor, crucial details of what sort of “ spray can chrome ” that our Mr. Jim Lund used here is in fact.
Also where those splendid decals which adorn his “ Constitution “ originated from, plus best reference to learn where to apply them

At the end of Part Two, “The Hard Part”
Here now Jim lets us know how he gets that fine finish and “magic” behind those “rare bird” markings
An 11 ounce RUST-OLEUM # 7718 CHROME SPRAY (Can from Orchard Supply Hardware)

This works on vacuum formed styrene.

After spraying, let dry for 5 days. A HARD Chrome finish that will take decals of other
shades of aluminum, and markings.
It is tough stuff. Do NOT use on injected styrene, because it will crackle.

The 1/72nd scale custom Constitution decal, created by Jim Lund
All US Navy stars and bars are from Microscale decal sheet

As Jim states clearly and also made clear in his photography, THE
single best reference to have on hand for your own “Constitution” is
Steve Ginter’s “Naval Fighters Number 83“, his soft cover volume on
the giant Lockheed R6O/R6V.
OKAY – Don’t go away, the THIRD and FINAL PART of the
XR6O-1 Tale is coming. Whereupon Jim provides us all there with a
memorable take on catchphrase about Good Deeds & Punishment

XR6O-1 PART THREE: “Shoot the Works” (photograph your model in different positions)
and …No Good Deed Goes Unpunished *

The Lockheed R6V was Moffett Field’s big deal in 1949. In the nose wheel well, an aluminum ladder could be pulled down that allowed passengers
and crew to enter and exit to the lower deck.
* The meaning of “ No good deed goes unpunished ”: Jim Lund had a problem: he became an octogenarian with a personal museum of around 1,400 1/72 model airplanes. No
museum known felt that they had the resources or desire to accept this delicate load. It had to be broken down into manageable units. SFO Aviation Museum was interested in the
commercial types (airliners and record flights). That took care of a couple of hundred. Another 150 or so US Navy types could go to the Moffett Field Museum .
For years I had worked with the Moffett Field Museum, and had made a big display of the “ Macon Zeppelin era” that was a very effective, popular display. The Museum had
gone through a lot of problems with the Navy and NASA, and survived with the help of many dedicated members. After being booted out of Hangar One, because it became an
orphan when the Navy moved out. NASA inherited the old relic, and they were a forward looking outfit that had plenty of their own problems with funding and such. The Moffett
Field Museum people worked a deal to get a lease on a building adjacent to the Historic Hangar One. They lacked a dynamic leader to move on and make a viable operation.
A savior arrived in the form of a man named Herb Parsons. He managed to put things in order. That in itself was a major achievement. He then continued to acquire the goods and
the people to make the Moffett Field Museum grow and prosper.
I wanted to donate and display all of my US Navy aircraft models, complete with display cases. Well, Herb said, “where is the R6V ? ” Now I understood what made him such an
effective leader - He knew what was important for the museum.
There was no 1/72 kit on the market. I called my pattern maker, Mike Herrill, and he said “I’ve been cooking that one up for years. Send me 400 bucks, and I’ll have the makings
on your doorstep in less than a month ”. Side note: Shortly after photos of my R6V hit the Internet, Anigrand of Hong Kong released a 1/72 version of their 1/144 kit of same. It
seems that every time I scratch build a model, a few months later, a kit comes on the market.

( No Good Deed… continued )
I have always felt that the Curtiss NC-4, that made the first Trans-Atlantic flight in 1919 was a must have. For the past 50
years I have resisted scratch building it.
I might go to my grave before a kit is released, but I’m sticking to my guns. I’m not gonna scratch build it. Any other
nation on earth would have produced a kit of this truly historic aircraft (the real thing is preserved at the U.S. Navy
Museum, Pensacola, FL) However this is the U.S.A., the most historically dumbed down nation on earth. After all, they
elected a clown for their president. – WJL

The world’s most under-powered monster viewed up close and personal. The four Pratt & Whitney R-4360-22W 28 cylinder aircooled Wasp Major
engines, producing 3250 HP weren’t up to the task. To get this thing up in the air with a payload, it needed a boost. With full take-off power, six
JATO bottles were fired just long enough to get the wheels retracted. With their drag eliminated, the R6V managed to climb above tall buildings.

View under the wing of one big sucker !
(Not heavy enough to bulge the tires, because no fuel or crew were aboard )

Depicted here, the R6V Constitution BuNo 85163 of VR-5, Moffett Field.
XR6O-1 Part Three – WJL fini

Well, I am hopeful that you, dear reader, have enjoyed our unique look at making a very historic
and yet lesser known, appreciated American Aviation Pioneer with more than one local connection
Don’t go away. While we’re done with the first, there’s still the other half of “ Building Big , # 1 ”
-The Editor

THE HUMONGOUS CONVAIR C-99, A conversion of the Monogram B-36
Text & Photos: W.J. Lund

With an opening line photo caption that is pure Jim Lund …

A vacuum formed fuselage, plus a Monogram B-36 and we’ve got a C-99. This is the easiest conversion ever !

1. Slice off the front third of the Monogram B-36 kit fuselage and insert it into the vacuum formed C-99 kit fuselage.
2. Bond both sides of the fuselage with the cockpit interior, front wheel well, and get nose weights in place.
3. Insert and bond the B-36 horizontal stabilizers.
4. Insert the assembled B-36 wings into the interior B-36 fuselage
5. Seal and bond the wings to the fuselage
6. Add the vertical fin and rudder of the B-36.
7. After sealing, filling and sanding smooth, spray the entire unit with an OSH aluminum paint*. Go to bed * Rust-Oleum #7718 Chrome Spray

8. In the morning, mask off areas with different shades of aluminum alloys to achieve a natural metal finish.
9. Mask off and spray paint the top front, white.
10. Apply the decals.
11. Install the B-36 landing gear and props.
12. Attach the nose radome and gear doors.
13. Glaze the cockpit windows with .010 clear styrene sheet, cut to match openings. Glaze the rest of the windows with Micro Kristal
Klear.
Photograph your C-99, then place on your shelf. Another weekend build is done.*

* Fiddly details, of course, have to be added

Note: Execuform and Gene Hooker offer C-99 fuselages. Hooker even had thick injected ones, too. Now probably very rare. I believe for this model, I used the
Gene Hooker ,060 styrene vac. Currently, only the Execuform (Nostalgia On Wings) is in stock.

We now begin to compare post war military transports of the newly formed USAF
and
the firmly established US Navy
Where else, but here in “our model world”, could one do that “easily” with an R6V & C-99 ?
(courtesy of Jim Lund, Historian & Modeller)

Here they sit, side by side.
These two aircraft never really met. Only in the 1/72nd scale world is that possible. But look ! The dynamic duo. American tax payers
get banged for their buck. Both Lockheed and Boeing ran these babies by Juan Trippe of Pan American World Airlines.

He absolutely loved their great size, that would dazzle their elite clientele. The fact that they could barely get off the ground with a
payload, and their operating costs running a 100 to one compared to a Douglas DC-6B that could fly circles around them, he had to tell
them that they were beyond the pale of Pan Am.

Yes, its great size is shown here.
The Ryan PT- 22 of Harrison Ford looks like a toy !
This scene could only happen in 1/72nd .
But,wait, THERE’s MORE !

The Grand Finale: Feast Your Eyes On the Magic of 1/72nd Scale

Convair C-99 – Ryan PT-22 – Lockheed Constitution photographed with a yardstick !
An awesome sight to anyone afflicted with model mania.

Two monsters, long gone, cut to pieces and made into pots & pans.
But here in 1/72nd land, they live on, History in 3 dimensions.
This is as good as it gets.

From any angle, they stupefy !

An interesting scene. The USAF and the US Navy, show their tails to WW-2 experimental aircraft and glorious Italian war birds.
Ah, more magic.

It is time to stop all of this madness.
One last look.

This chapter of BUILDING BIG is finished. – WJL fini

Well, I’m hopeful that Mr Jim Lund will allow this Editor again pleasure of outputting another issue of his model challenge to
“Go Big or Go Home” . Already have a treasured stockpile of model treats from him, that inspired this new Sheet for my fleet.
-The Editor

Believe It or Not , NEWSLETTER Now Over 40 Years Young !
A QUICK & DIRTY RETROSPECT by One of the Many Editors (only one of two to repeat this, must be form of madness)
AMAZING but true, the current Editor of the SBC/SJC/SJSM/SVSM Newsletter program almost missed this important milestone here
Oh, and did I mention that the “official publication” began in later portion of 1976, for odd reason seems something went on that year…?
Well, as this new wrinkle in the Sheets takes its bow, in seeking an appropriate accompaniment to Jim Lund’s excellent history & model
Article, suddenly dawned when musing “why not just show a sampling of Sheets through the years, now that this Editor has them all…”
After having spent some time in the recent past years, good number of nights and days scanning years of photocopied/mailed editions
of past club newsletters from own collection, plus plenty of time hunting down, securing or borrowing “missing or before my time” issues
as a prologue…for many more nights making best effort to convert these into useful bits to capture in MS Word then “archive as PDF”
Resulting in a nice and nearly perfectly complete utilitarian archive of these items for various uses such as “Wayback Machine” writings
or data mining for when was the first NNL West, or AVG Desert Classic, or when did we finally bury practice of endless pointless rants,
er, I meant discussions on “ display cases ”… Nearly perfect, in that occasionally I
open one to find something awry, so need to repair.
SO– Here we go, a begin (and we’ll see if we make it to end in one issue)
to look at 40 plus, SVSM news style:
THIS IS IT, HONEST AND TRUE – The VERY FIRST ONE, Editor – Jay Sherlock
Please note, the August, 1976 publishing date makes it possible for this Editor to
be credibly claiming today (May 2017) that it’s 40 plus…cause it won’t be 41 for 3
more months, no?
My own deep appreciation is being put forth here, for one, as I knew already of the
legendary “Thalassa” newsletter which I just missed getting when I became a New
Guy in the club, by a few months. Tim Curtis, Doug Stuart, Bill Magnie plus in nice
irony, “ Trucker” Cliff Kranz, all had extolled this publication. “…and kid, you really
missed it, maybe someone has some extra to share…” was Tim’s final close on it.
Well, upon taking helm as Editor/Secretary/Treasurer so that aforesaid one Doug
Stuart could feel it was okay for him to cease being all those, and apparently go
into the ether, for none of us saw him again (he resurfaced last year to pass on a
bunch of things to Jim Priete, as I no longer had room to take anything!) Lucky me
back then treats like a pretty complete set of Thalassa was in amongst the “officer
stuff you get from me” items from Doug back then. Years later, Cliff Kranz lent me
his complete 1976-96 personal club related files, thus here is # 1, archived today !

As you may begin to see, newsletter covers varied over time, I’m using mostly April issues as we go, the 1977 through 1979 above, ’80-82 below

AND after a long
spell spent as a half
size ‘zine ( 1986 to
1990, roughly )…
now is The Sheet
before end of ‘90
As David Sampson
notes in April ’91,
new officers and a
new look (back to
the A-size 8.5x11)
Otherwise, as you
see from the plea,
business as usual
Ahh , articles no?

Boo Ya 40+ Original Sheet Covers
Just managed to fit them all in under
the wire (my PDF size limit). Hats off to

All these Editors, we owe you here:
Jay Sherlock, Tony Blankenship, Doug Stuart,
Mike Burton, Rodney Williams, Alan Wolcott,
Barry Bauer, William Ferrante, Dave Sampson
Chris Bucholtz, John Heck, Jared Bishop and
now, back again, W. Ferrante & M. Burton 
fini-mb

